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spice of life: chokhi dhANi Take a wander down the river in Battersea and what you won’t
be expecting to see is the enormous wooden elephant, which flanks the entrance to recently opened,
upscale Indian restaurant Chokhi Dhani. And unexpected is the name of the game here, as chef Vishnu
Natarjan deftly serves up traditional Indian and Rajasthani dishes with European flair. A small dish
of pulled rabbit with a lemon yoghurt sauce and hemp paste is gamey yet surprisingly light and zingy,
while a generous main of pan-fried caramelised foie gras is melt-in-the-mouth soft — keeping the
interplay of textures interesting, it is served with an angular shard of sesame-edged poppadom. The
well-balanced menu also features an array of well-made, traditional dishes, such as creamy black
dhal and charcoal-grilled lamb cutlets, which are worth the visit alone. chokhidhani.co.uk

AdriAN lAwreNce

land and sea: lAUreNT
located in the swish surrounds of piccadilly’s
hotel café royal, laurent Tourondel’s latest
restaurant, laurent, brings sophistication to
the notion of surf and turf. with the grill and
sushi bar serving up classic fare with a twist,
dishes are familiar yet surprising — a cloud
of airy cheesy batter, similar to a yorkshire
pudding, sets the tone as an opener. The
fish sushi — in particular the colourful
plate of yellowtail — is faultless and the
rare wagyu beef nigiri on crispy rice with
a shaving of black truffle is delicately
delicious. There is a focus on steak here
so order rare and savour the quality.
hotelcaferoyal.com/laurent-at-cafe-royal

precious drop: meTAXA

will pryce

REPRO OP

Tommy Banks gave up a professional
career in cricket to learn the secrets of
the kitchen and now, with a Michelin
star under his belt, he is one of the UK’s
most talented young chefs. The Black
Swan is set amid North Yorkshire’s
rolling pastures, framed by gardens
heaving with produce for the 52-cover
restaurant. Knowledgeable staff bring
out delicate plates of perfection, from a
raw Dexter beef tartare soft as butter, to
the simplest of pleasures — potato with
fermented celeriac foam and a scallop
cured in beetroot juice. Not a morsel is
out of place. Banks has just opened his
second restaurant in York, if the East
Riding countryside is a trek too far.
blackswanoldstead.co.uk
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Metaxa might evoke nights on
Greek party islands, but the latest
release is something of a star. The
Aen Cask No. 2 Despina is a
limited run of 130 to celebrate the
Greek brandy’s 130th anniversary.
Luminous with wild honey and
prunes, this special drop is to be
savoured. £1,700, hedonism.co.uk

hidden gem: corA peArl
from the team behind kitty fisher’s in mayfair — and
like kitty fisher’s, named after a 19th-century courtesan
— cora pearl is a gem of a restaurant on henrietta street.
The historic townhouse has an elegant eatery on the
ground floor, all plush banquettes and hanging lights,
and a late-night cocktail bar in the basement. playful riffs
on british classics populate the menu, including bloody
mary mackerel and a delightful cheese and ham toastie.
for afters, a six-person sharing trifle is available for those
with a real retro yen. corapearl.co.uk
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